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The concept of Human Library
By the end of this talk, the participants will gain knowledge about:
What to Expect?
The Human Library Experience Human Libraries in Asia

How judgemental are you?
1958 Foreign exchange: Philippines, Malaya, Thailand, Iceland, Turkey, Greece. Subject: 
Prejudice
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=djzamG6HoJ
8
VIDEO REMOVED:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=djzamG6HoJ8
How do you react 
when you 
see/hear/
encounter a 
person different 
from you?
FEAR
DISGUST
ANGER
SURPRISE
HAPPINESS
SADNESS
Basic emotions (Ekman, 1972)
Source: https://www.open.edu/openlearn/health-sports-psychology/health/emotions-and-emotional-disorders/content-section-2.2
Social 
Identities
Personal Relationship: Divorced
Vocation: Gardener
Political Afiliation: Democrat
Stigma: Unemployed
Ethnicity/Religion: Agnostic
Overweight
Minority
Religion
Prejudice
An unfavorable opinion formed against a person 
or
group based on a stereotype. 
(Source: http://remember.org/guide/history-root-stereotypes)
Indonesian vs Indonesian
Indonesian vs Non-Indonesian
Indonesia vs Global Population
What is your bias/prejudice?
Cultural Diversity
Human Library addresses misinterpretation and misunderstanding among cultural 
groups (Yap, Labangon, & Cajes, 2017). 



Gather team members who are open-minded and are 
willing to change the world for a better place.
Be 
positive
Build a Committed Team
Because of its sensitivity, the team must be prepared for all 
the challenges. The team must convince themselves first 
before embarking on the ideals of the campaign. It is time 
to end prejudice. 
Human Library Experience: Organizers


Documentation

Campaign & 
Promotion of HL
This image cannot currently be displayed.
Traditional and Social Media Partnerships Research, Publication, 
Presentation
Human Books
“I hope I gave the readers something to think about.”
“It was great. I want to do this again if given a chance”, 
Reader
s
“I learned something new based on the experience of the 
human book. My prejudice towards the subject decreased.”
“That understanding is [the] key to learning.”
Evaluation and Reaction from Books & Readers
Tokens/Certificates
12
Give some love to your volunteers
Five Sessions 
Held
At Nazarbayev University Library, Human Library events started in 2016, and the Library has hosted 
five of these activities.
Readers noted that the most important experiences they gained from this program included 
acknowledging the existence of these communities, understanding the difficulties biases can cause 
other people, and listening to wonderful stories that changed their perspectives.
Kazakh Experience
Thailand - 2010
Singapore - 2011
Malaysia - 2013
Philippines - 2014
Vietnam - 2016
Indonesia - 2016 (Bandung); 2019 (Jakarta)
Human 
Library in 
ASEAN
Human Library Videos
You may watch some Human Library Videos in YouTube
Griffith University Libraries
SDG Story
SDG stories demonstrate how libraries and access to information contribute to improved outcomes across all SDGs.


<ben.caron@humanlibrary.org
>
Human Library is a response to SDG
Human Library is our response to multicultural literacy / MIL
Advance the level of social transformation and increase progressive 
human interaction
The human library becomes a safe space for persons who experience 
discrimination.
Wrapping Up
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Thank you :)
joseph.yap@nu.edu.kz
https://ph.linkedin.com/in/joseph-yap-2172b774
